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News Update October 2019

Retired trams at Newport awaiting a new home

From the President
Welcome to our Update for October 2019. A very busy
period has meant that we have had limited time to get the
update together, so there is a lot to report.
As I am currently overseas I have not been in a position to
write much for this Update. My thanks to Mal Rowe and
Warren Doubleday in particular for putting this issue
together and to those others such as Henry Brittain who
have also contributed.

Your To Do List
✓ Note the Bendigo Conference
and advise if any papers
✓ Advise Secretary of need for No.
15 trucks

This is just a small part of what Mal does for COTMA and as you will be aware that he continues to devote
much time and energy working with Victrack and other stakeholders on the Newport disposals and spares
project, now being assisted by Tony Smith and the Spare Parts working group as well as his other COTMA
secretarial duties. Thanks Mal and others for this most important work on behalf of us all.
Some of you will be aware that together with Steve & Lois Lea and his brother and wife, Dot and I are
currently in the UK enjoying another form of heritage transport - two weeks on a narrow boat on the TrentMersey, Staffordshire- Worcestershire and the Shropshire Union Canals, with some time to disembark and
visit places of historical interest including canal side pubs, ideal for the occasional meal and a cleansing ale or
two. After this with Steve and Lois we will be going to see a number of local heritage (and modern)
tramways, railways and museums, including the Isle of Man, Crich and Sandtoft to name just some. It will be
a chance to meet up with some old friends and make new contacts for the mutual benefit of our respective
groups and COTMA. We return home in early November
The COTMA AGM was held on Saturday 10th of August this year. This is a formal event at which the financial
returns and auditors report were received and accepted.
An Executive Committee meeting was held at Hawthorn depot earlier in the day. Matters discussed at that
meeting are covered in various sections of this newsletter.
Henry Brittain has been very active in liaising with NZ tramway museums.
Wanganui Tramways Trust have reactivated their Affiliate membership. Dunedin Heritage Light Rail
Trust have established the Mornington Cable Car precinct with a new shed and two restored Cable
Cars and Henry has written to them encouraging them to join COTMA as an Affiliate member
MOTAT have gone through a re-organisation of staff resources and some of the operational issues
that had previously existed have been eliminated.
James Duncan has resigned from the Auckland Dockside Tramway and has accepted a position with
MOTAT as Tram Project Co-ordinator.
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Wellington Tramway
Museum have two brand
new Brill 22E trucks
fabricated by Prices at
Thames for WTM’s restored
1904 tram,

In 2018, Wellington Museum purchased a large amount of unused trolley bus overhead made
surplus from the closure of Wellington’s system. This was made available for purchase to COTMA
and UK based Heritage organisations and response has been good with many groups taking up the
offer to acquire.
COTMA Members will be saddened by the news of the death of Gus and Win Weir of the Wellington
Tramway Museum. Gus passed away on 27/8 and Win a week later. Both were well known attendees of
the COTMA Conferences for many years and visitors may be have accompanied Gus in driving a tram on the
Queen Elizabeth Park line.
We are advised that long term SPER (Sydney Tram Museum) members John Shoebridge and Peter McCallum
have passed away.
Our condolences to all those grieving for these losses.

Standards Australia request
COTMA has been invited by Standards Australia to provide feedback on a proposal they have received from
the Rail Industry Safety Standards Board (RISSB) to expand the scope of the current accreditation agreement
between Standards Australia and RISSB. We have indicated that we would like to be involved in that
process.

COTMA conference 2020
The next COTMA Conference will be hosted by the Bendigo Tramways from
Thursday noon 10th September to 1 pm on Tuesday 15th September 2020.
Planning is well underway and includes delegates being picked up by tram from
hotels along the tramway each morning. The program will include opportunities
to discuss relevant issues and some interesting industry and heritage site visits.
Watch out for an invitation to propose a paper on the topic of your choice and start preparing your ideas for
a submission for a COTMA achievement award and your report on activity over the past two years. You will
be asked to send your presentation material BEFORE the conference, so please plan ahead!
It is intended that there will be pre-conference informal opportunities for activities in Melbourne and
possibly Ballarat. A post conference tour is in the planning stages – with the always reliable and creative
Richard Gilbert setting the pace.

Parts Management
At the 2018 COTMA conference we established a Parts Management Working Group. This group consists of
Henry Brittain (Wellington), Richard Clarke (Sydney), Steve Lea (Christchurch), Luke Treble (Bendigo) and Roy
Winslow (Perth) with Tony Smith (Haddon) leading the group and Mal Rowe (Secretary) providing secretarial
and communications support. The group has a broad responsibility encompassing COTMA owned parts
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stored in various locations, but our main work in recent times has been dealing with recovery of as much as
possible from the ‘retired trams’ being removed from Newport. We will recover the following items:
•
•

•
•
•
•

good trucks with motors,
air compressors and associated governors, brake
cylinders and valves including air gauges and brake
valves
controllers, contactors and resistor boxes
line breakers and switches
windscreen wiper motors
handbrake staves

Large items which are not difficult to manufacture (like brake rigging and air reservoirs) will not be removed.
The parts now being recovered will be managed after all the trams are gone. This is estimated to be in
around two years.
VicTrack indicated that the parts will be handed over to COTMA for us to collect, store wherever we see fit
and allocate according to whatever fair and reasonable process we develop. This will require that we agree
to see the parts as an asset to maintain and restore heritage trams – not as a commercial stock for sale for
profit.
VicTrack will not want any input into that process nor into the allocation. They basically want to 'draw a line'
under the project and have confidence in COTMA and our integrity.
Some museums who have received trams
are already seeking more parts (notably
Ballarat who found some seriously
corroded wheels on both trams they
received - see pic at right.
In general, that's being handled with direct
requests to VicTrack, but it may be that
VicTrack ask us for advice. Such requests
are prior to and outside the planned
COTMA parts management process.
There may be a buildup of material before the end of the process - especially large items like trucks. Tony is
suggesting we plan for this eventuality, and it would be helpful for us if museums wanting complete MMTB
No 15 trucks advise us of their needs. Please communicate via Mal Rowe as secretary to the group.

The parts request log
Many museums assisted the parts process by advising Mal Rowe of potential parts needs last year. That
information has been helpful in the process of deciding what we would prioritise (the list above). However,
please don’t see that as your formal request for parts. One decision already made is that we will try to
maintain a central store rather than each museum having their own spares store. Some parts will be
plentiful (Westinghouse brake valves etc). Others will be in limited supply.

Working Alone?
Often our Members have people working alone within a depot building or on the track. In many respects
this is similar to farms or even at homes. Worksafe Victoria recently published an information sheet on this
matter and it is well worth reviewing and providing guidance to your workers. See:
https://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/working-alone-farms
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Rail Safety
The Australian National Rail Safety Regulator recently produced a short video presentation explaining rail
safety regulation for heritage railways and tramways in Australia. Well worth watching, just to spot people
you perhaps know. Please send if not already done to your Board or Committee members and workers, as it
explains how and why regulation is applied. It can be viewed at: https://youtu.be/YlLmGCzeuuA
During late October or early November, our Victorian Members will be transferring from the Victorian Rail
Safety Regulator to the National Rail Safety Regulator. This will mean that all our Australian Members will be
regulated by the Office of the National Rail Safety Regulator.

Fatal Collision between and tram and Pedestrian in Edinburgh
In a recent accident report from the UK Rail Accident Investigation Branch concerning the death of a
pedestrian at an uncontrolled pedestrian on the Edinburgh Tram system in September 2018, the
investigation found that:
•
Audibility of the tram warning device should be improved.
•
Review the risks associated with such crossings regularly
•
Improve training for drivers in the use of the audible warning device
•
Development of industry guidelines for such equipment.
The report can be seen at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/82036
6/R092019_190725_Saughton.pdf

Overseas Information Requests
During recent months, COTMA has received queries about tram equipment from the Isle of Man, San
Francisco, Spain and Dallas. The Sydney Tramway Museum was able to help the Isle of Man tramway about
Brill 27C bogies including supplying some 27G drawings. Again, this shows the benefit of COTMA to the
wider tramway museum fraternity.

Tramway News
Ballarat
Following the successful grant last year from the Victorian Government’s “Pick my Project” funding for the
reconstruction of 300m of track from Carlton St to Depot Junction; the work was undertaken by Fulton
Hogan of Ballarat with tramway track expertise from Melbourne during September. The City of Ballarat
provided the majority of the funding for this project and contract management. The track laying carried out
is the same as that currently being done in Melbourne. The ride is superb, so much so that you can hear
other noises from the trams that you could not hear before. The Museum is very grateful for the Victorian
Government and in particular the City of Ballarat for this renewal project.
This project happened because of extensive networking with Council and community over many years to
promote this project and the Museum. It didn’t ‘just happen’.

A by-product of the Ballarat trackwork has been excess fill enabling the track to the depot to be filled and
look a whole lot better.
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Perth – 50 years and counting
PETS marked their 50th anniversary with a dinner on Saturday 31st of August. The closure of the last electric
trolleybus routes to Wembley and Floreat occurred on the 29th August 1969. Following a chartered tour of
both routes on Saturday 30th August 1969 by members of the Australian Railway Historical Society (WA Div.)
- now known as Rail Heritage (WA), a group of those members discussed the formation of a new Society
with an interest in preserving and operating electric street transport in the form of trolleybuses, and trams,
in a museum environment. The original Society evolved in later years into two separate Societies viz. Bus
Preservation Society of WA (Inc); and Perth Electric Tramway Society (Inc), with both groups now based at
Whiteman Park, situated approximately 16 km north-east of Perth city. PETS now operates two restored WA
trams - Fremantle Tram 29 commissioned in 1992; and Perth Tram 66 commissioned in 2017 plus some exMelbourne trams.
PETS are seeking funding to renew their track using 80lb rail given to the Museum by ARC Infrastructure, the
track manager in Western Australia. The first job will be cut the rail, currently welded into long lengths, and
transport it to Whiteman Park.

Sydney
Sydney’s City and South East light rail line has reached Circular Quay with regular testing underway. The
NSW government plans to have the service operational before Christmas.
Tim Boxsell caught the super long trams on test on October 9th.

New Book – Ryde (Sydney) Tramways
The Ryde District Historical Society have advised that they are launching their new book Ryde's tramways
and tramway monuments on Sunday 17 November. The A4 sized book will cost $25 (plus postage) and

will be available for purchase through ther web site ( www.rydehistory.org.au ) after the launch.
The book is around 80 pages. The first 20+ pages cover the history of the trams in Ryde. There are
then around 15 pages on the history of Ryde's tramway monuments and around 30 pages of
photographs of trams in the Ryde district through time.
We expect that it will be available from other bookshops as well soon after.

Melbourne
Around 20 trams have so far been shipped from Newport Workshops as part of the Retired Trams Strategy
of the Victorian Government. Trams going to some sort of heritage operation are going in their current
condition, while those intended for non-heritage use are having some key components stripped as noted
earlier in “update”.
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Christchurch
Christchurch City Council have agreed to
extend the City Tramway to the south –
building a curve at the intersection of High
Street, Tuam Street and Poplar Lane to connect
tracks laid pre-earthquake.
It is hoped that the trams will be running the
full extension in May next year.
The City Tramway has required double ended
trams while the south terminus was a stub in
High St. This loop will enable a return to single
ended operation.

Walhalla has tram cabs for sale!
Member Walhalla Goldfields Railway has an offer for you! See:
https://www.facebook.com/walhalla.goldfields.railway/

COTMA and the trams currently held by TMSV at Bylands and Melbourne
Tram Museum at Hawthorn.
The Melbourne Tram Museum at Hawthorn tram depot holds 5 trams owned by the Tramway Museum
Society of Victoria (TMSV). The TMSV have requested that these trams be transferred to their Tramway
Heritage Centre at Bylands. VicTrack want to determine the future allocation of 5 trams owned by the
Victorian Government and currently on loan to the TMSV and located at Bylands.

Background: the 5 TMSV trams at Hawthorn
The TMSV was formed in 1963 to care for heritage trams owned by the Australian Electric Traction
Association (AETA) and establish a Victorian tram museum. At that time, four trams were stored at the back
of Malvern Tram Depot. They were:
•
Bendigo No 3 – a California Combination car acquired by the AETA in 1956 after withdrawal at
Bendigo. This car had been built as Hawthorn Tramways Trust (HTT) No8.
•
MMTB Nos 164 and 180 – both built for the Melbourne Brunswick and Coburg Tramways Trust.
•
MMTB No 217 – a Birney Safety Car purchased from the USA by the MMTB in the early 1920s for
use on lightly trafficked shuttle services.
Over the years these trams were maintained in operable condition and restored to greater or lesser extent.
The most substantial work was done on HTT 8 which was fully restored to an operable condition by the
Public Transport Corporation (PTC) in 1994.
In 1995, there was a plan by the Victorian Government to have a heritage tram service in Melbourne,
operated on the regular tramway system by a commercial operator. In support of that plan, the PTC entered
into a loan agreement with the TMSV for these 4 trams over a period of 25 years. No heritage service was
established, but the 4 trams and other heritage trams set aside by the PTC and successors have operated
sporadically for special events. The last such event was the COTMA conference in Melbourne in 2006. The
TMSV loan agreement expires in March 2020.
The TMSV had also acquired two semi derelict cable tram bodies – dummy No 28 and trailer No 256. They
were restored to original condition in 2002-03 by a Federal government funded employment scheme
managed by the TMSV. A condition of the program was that the cable tram was to be put on public display
in Melbourne for a number of years. They have been on display at Hawthorn Tram Depot since its official
opening in January 2003. There is no formal agreement covering this tram set.
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Background: the 5 Victorian Government owned trams at Bylands
Under the 25-year loan agreement of 1995 the TMSV were loaned 5 trams to boost their operational fleet at
Bylands. They were:
•
SW5 739 – a W5 converted to sliding door configuration
•
W5 795 – a W5 converted to a 2-entrance tram by filling in the centre doorway.
•
SW6 902 – an SW6 with ‘bus style’ tubular steel framed seating
•
W6 996 – one of the post-war trams and
•
W7 1001 – the first of the final design of W class trams built for the Bourke St tramways
The loan agreement states that all these trams (in Melbourne and at Bylands) are to be kept intact and
returned to their respective owners at the end of the agreement.

Recent developments
In mid-2018, the TMSV wrote to the MTM requesting the return of the cable trams. Shortly after they wrote
to VicTrack (the successor to the PTC with whom the loan agreement was signed) requesting that the 4
electric trams be returned to them. There have apparently been several letters on this and other topics back
and forth between the TMSV, VicTrack and others but COTMA has not seen any of these.
On 9th of July 2019, VicTrack wrote to the TMSV advising that VicTrack had no objection to TMSV collecting
the cable tram set and that the loan agreement for the 4 electric trams would not be renewed – with the
trams to be removed from Hawthorn as mutually agreed between TMSV and MTM.
This letter also said that the 5 trams on loan to TMSV would be re-allocated, saying: “VicTrack intends to run
an Expression of Interest process through the Council of Tramway Museums Australasia (COTMA).” COTMA
did not seek this role and became aware of this through receiving a copy of the letter.
On 6th of August 2019, MTM wrote to VicTrack advising that they had no objection to all the TMSV owned
trams being removed from Hawthorn and requested that the removal be expedited. This will allow a new
tram exhibition to be facilitated.

What next?
The COTMA committee has no desire to set itself up as mediator, but we take seriously a request from
VicTrack to assist them in running a fair and well-informed process. We believe that the process we
participated in for the re-purposing of the 200+ trams stored at Newport has been handled well and we
appreciate the value that VicTrack have put on our advice.
The 5 trams at Bylands are owned by the Victorian Government and VicTrack are required to have a proper
process in determining their disposition. VicTrack have stated that their intention is that the trams will be
held for preservation.
We are considering what criteria we should recommend to VicTrack for re-allocating the 5 Bylands trams. It
could include, for example, a requirement that they be preserved as Melbourne trams in their as-withdrawn
(current) condition, must be stored under cover and that priority should be given to Victorian applications,
all else being equal.
In practice this could mean they stay at Bylands should the TMSV participate in the process. The process will
be open to any tram museum meeting the eventual criteria – not just COTMA members.
The committee will welcome written comments from members – and from the TMSV as a non-member – in
preparing the advice on criteria.
COTMA remains ready to do all we can to ensure that the final outcome is the best outcome for the
preservation of these significant trams in good condition.
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